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RECAP
Numerous Quranic verses 
and Ahadith prove that

Isa (A.S) has passed away

Isa (A.S) won’t descend from heaven
Hadith do not mention heaven. Nor 
descend does not means coming from 
the heaven.
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Messiah will be from among 
the Muslims
Isa (A.S) is mentioned in the 
ahadith to show likeness of 
the Muslim Messiah

03

Previous month’s presen ation



Let’s look at the hadith again

Allah's Messenger (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) said, 

"The Hour will not be established until the son of Mary, descends amongst you 
as a just ruler, he will break the cross, kill the pigs, and abolish the Jiziya tax. 

Money will be in abundance so that nobody will accept it.”

Sahih Bukhari 2476



● We learnt that the  Isa ibn Maryam 
mentioned in the hadith is the Promised 
Messiah (A.S).

● Therefore, he must have fulfilled the rest of 
the hadith.

● Let’s go over each point one by one.

Did Promised Messiah (A.S) fulfill 
the hadith?



Just Ruler...

● The Messiah will judge according to the Quran 
and Hadith.

● It cannot be Isa (A.S) because the Quran says 
he follows Torah and Injeel.

● The Messiah would not be a tyrant.

● He would be just to both Muslims and 
non-Muslims.

● His justice is now spread through his Khulafa 
and the Jamaat that he established.



[JUST RULER] Example of 
Promised Messiah (A.S)

There was court case by a group of  villagers 
against the father of the Promised Messiah 
(A.S)

The Promised Messiah (A.S) was asked to 
testify against his own father in court.

This was due to his reputation of telling the 
truth.

His father lost a lot of land because of his 
testifying statement!

Book

https://www.alislam.org/library/books/Ahmad-The-Guided-One.pdf


Messiah will break the Cross

● The Messiah will not go around the 
world breaking crosses. It will be 
absurd to believe that such is a 
mission of a prophet.

● He would disprove the foundations 
of Christianity through his 
arguments, and prove how Jesus (AS) 
did not die on the cross. 



“The literature produced by Mirza sahib in his confrontation with the Christians and 
the Aryas has received the seal of general approval, and for this distinction he needs 
no introduction. We have to acknowledge the value and greatness of this literature from the 
bottom of our hearts, now that it has done its work. This is because that time cannot be 
forgotten nor effaced from the mind when Islam was besieged by attacks on all sides, and 
the Muslims, who had been entrusted with the defence of Islam by the Real Defender, as the 
means of defence in this world of causes and means, were lying flat sobbing in the aftermath 
of their shortcomings, doing nothing for Islam or not being able to do anything for it.” 

“Then began that counter-attack from the side of the Muslims in which Mirza sahib had a 
part. That defence not only shattered to bits the initial influence of Christianity, which it 
really had due to support from the government, and saved thousands, nay millions, of 
Muslims from this dangerous attack which would have succeeded, but the talisman of 
Christianity itself was blown away like smoke.” Wakeel, Amritsar

Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad
One of the most prominent Sunni Muslim scholars of the time said in a tribute:



“The services of the deceased, which he rendered to Islam in confrontation with the Christians and the Arya Samajists, 
deserve the highest praise. He completely changed the flow of the debate, and laid the foundations of a new literature in 
India.”

“We admit, not because of our being Muslims but being seekers after truth, that the top most Arya Samaj 
leader or Christian missionary could not dare open his mouth to confront the late Mirza sahib. The incomparable 
books which he wrote in refutation of the Arya Samaj and Christian creeds, and the shattering replies he gave to the 
opponents of Islam, we have not seen any rational refutation of these except that the Aryas have been hurling abuse at 
the Founder and the teachings of Islam in an uncouth manner, without being able to give a sensible reply. Although the 
deceased was a Punjabi, yet his pen was so powerful that today in the whole of the Punjab, even in the whole of India, 
there is no author of such power.” and it is true that, on reading some of his writings, one goes into a state of ecstasy. 
Although he did not receive any regular education in Arabic language, literature or grammar, he gained such a 
proficiency in Arabic by his God-given intellect and nature that he could write it quite naturally.” 

“His followers are not only common and unlearned people, but include able and bright graduates, viz., B.A., M.A., and very 
learned Ulama. It is a matter of no small pride for a religious leader of this day that persons educated on traditional lines 
as well as persons educated on modern lines, both types, should become his followers. Surviving the heat of predictions 
of his death, opposition, and criticism, he cleared his way to reach the highest pinnacle of progress.”

Mirza Hairat of Delhi
Editor of the Curzon Gazette and he wrote in the a Promised Messiah (as)’obituary:



“This man, Ghulam Ahmad… was deemed superior in ability, was chosen and 
consented to represent Islam against Christianity” 

(Missionary Herald: Containing the Proceedings of The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, Volume XC, Page 167, 1894) 

“All his writings resound with the one note that Christ died like all other 
mortals and is no longer living…But he is determined to make him smaller 

than Mohammad at any cost” 
(The Missionary Review of the World, Volume XX, No.10, Page 751, October 1907 Printed in the United States of America)

The Christian feared and acknowledged him



Kill Pigs
● The Messiah will not go around the world 

killing pigs. It is not literal again!

● He would be tasked with dealing with 
those who have swine-like characteristics 
i.e evil-minded and low character.

●  In the interpretation of dreams, the one 
who kills a pig, is the one who would 
argue with a evil minded person.

As we see from the above Hadith, if 
Isa(A.S) comes, he CANNOT kill pigs. 

No true Muslim can believe a task of 
a prophet will be to hunt pigs!

Muwatta Malik

https://sunnah.com/urn/517970


Abolish Jizyah Tax

● The Jizyah tax is taken from non-Muslim 
citizens after a religious war to protect 
them and provide for them.

● Abolishing it means that religious 
warfare would be put to an end during 
the time of the Messiah.

● Islam was to be spread using the Jihad 
of the pen only.



Wealth in abundance

● The wealth in this Hadith signifies 
the priceless books of the 
Promised Messiah (AS).

● He wrote over 80 books 
defending Islam, yet we see many 
people in the world who choose to 
not accept him or his priceless 
books.



One of the missions of the Messiah is to kill Dajjal (The 
Anti-Christ) as per many sayings of the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (S.A.W).

Non-Ahmadis think Dajjal is a one-eyed human like a  
monster.

He has some extraordinary abilities like bringing the 
dead people back to life and has a donkey that is as big 
as a airplane.

Dajjal



Dajjal This is the Ahmadiyya view of the Dajjal

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BYl8gUxT64


Summary
1. The Promised Messiah (A.S) completed all of the tasks of the 

prophesied Messiah mentioned in the Ahadith.

2. Each prophecy by the Prophet Muhammad (S.A.W) had a 
deeper and profound meaning.

3. The Character of the Promised Messiah (A.S) is a testimony to 
his truthfulness.



Extra resources

● Video (Dajjal): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5tOLp2DoUv4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0AY9lgE21JY

● Signs of Promised Messiah (A.S)? - 
https://www.reviewofreligions.org/12457/what-are-the-signs-of-the-second
-coming-of-the-messiah/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5tOLp2DoUv4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0AY9lgE21JY
https://www.reviewofreligions.org/12457/what-are-the-signs-of-the-second-coming-of-the-messiah/
https://www.reviewofreligions.org/12457/what-are-the-signs-of-the-second-coming-of-the-messiah/

